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MoonDream Press. Paperback. Condition: New. 278 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.6in.Once
every 10, 000 years comes the ShaDaa, two days when evil crosses the dimensional barriers and
attacks the Earth. ShaDaa: Tales of the Apocalypse is a collection of frightening tales that run the
gamut from soul-shaking horror, to wry and ironic takes on the end of reality as we know it. Unlikely
heroes in unusual locations around the globe battle not only for their own survival, but for all of
humanity. For ten millennium demons and monsters have been mere folktales, relegated to
obscure campfire orations to which we no longer pay heed. Make no mistake, the realms of hell
endure, their denizens slaver with hatred, and now their time has come. Are you ready for the Sha
Daa Created by Michael H. Hanson, edited by Edward F. McKeown, with stories by eleven writers
and with an introduction by Michael Resnick. Writers: C. J. Henderson Deborah Koren Arthur
Sanchez Edward F. McKeown Jamie Schmidt D. R. MacMaster Jason Cordova Nancy Jackson Lee
Ann Kuruganti Sarah Wagner Michael H. Hanson Horror fiction fans will enjoy these riveting tales
about the coming of the Sha Daa! Sha Daa: Tales...
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ReviewsReviews

A fresh e-book with a brand new perspective. This is certainly for anyone who statte that there had not been a really worth reading. I am just happy to
explain how this is the very best publication i have go through in my individual lifestyle and may be he best pdf for ever.
-- Margarett Roob-- Margarett Roob

The very best publication i possibly study. This is certainly for anyone who statte there was not a worth looking at. I am just very happy to tell you that this
is basically the best pdf i actually have study inside my individual life and could be he very best pdf for possibly.
-- Darlene Blick-- Darlene Blick
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